
Stop presupposing the omputation of presuppositions:the ase of the Frenh adjetive seulPasal Amsili, Céline Raynal & Laurent RoussarieLattie � Talana � Université Paris 7Case 7003, 2 plae Jussieu, F-75251 Paris Cedex 05{amsili;raynal;roussarie}�linguist.jussieu.fr1 IntrodutionThe main purpose of this paper is to ontribute to a better understanding of what is required tohandle the problem of the omputation (in the sense of Kamp (2001b)) of presupposition. We try tode�ne a omputation framework apable of dealing with omplex semanti strutures, espeially whenompositionality seems to be problematialy involved.We onentrate in this paper on some uses of the Frenh adjetive seul (only). We try to providean aurate desription of the behaviour of this item, and then present a representation to aount forthis behaviour. At last, we takle the problem of ompositionally omputing suh a representation.Moreover, beyond the linguisti desription, we also aim at generi e�ieny, in the sense that ouromputation framework is intended to produe any plausible representation of sentenes involving apresuppositional trigger suh as seul.The paper is organised as follows. In setion 2 we review some of the relevant properties of seul,from a syntati and a semanti point of view. The interation of seul with the determiners is veryomplex, and we restrit ourselves to a limited number of ases. Then we propose an extended versionof �-DRT, whih allows us to takle the issue of ompositionality (setion 3). In the last part of thepaper (setion 4), we show in details how the omputation an be ahieved.2 Data2.1 Some syntati properties of seulSeul is morphologially an adjetive in Frenh. When it means `lonely', it has a regular distribution,always ourring after the noun it modi�es, within the N0 (2a). It an also appear in two other positions:either within the NP, between Det and N (2b), or outside the NP (2), this last ase being restrited tosubjet positions. In these two positions, seul means `only'.1(2) a. Fred a renontré une �lle seuleFred met a lonely girlb. Léa a reçu une seule lettreLéa has reeived only one letter. Seul un enfant a lu tous les livresOnly a/one hild has read all the booksWe deal in this paper only with these two positions, whih will be noted [Det seul N0℄NP for theNP-internal ase, and [seul NP℄NP for the NP-external ase. One ould argue that in this last ase, seulis no longer an adjetive, but an adverb. However, even in this ase, agreement takes plae between seuland the head of the NP. We take this agreement as evidene for assuming that in all the ases, seul isan adjetive, syntatially ontrolled by the head of an NP.1There are other ases, where seul ours after the N, like in (1a), whih are ambiguous (see the two possible glosses).We do not want to deal with this ambiguity here, for we onsider it is syntati. Semantially, when seul means `only', itis equivalent to the [seul NP℄NP struture (here, (1b)).(1) a. Quelques hommes seuls sont venusA few lonely men ameA few men only ameb. Seuls quelques hommes sont venus 1



2.1.1 [seul NP℄NPNote that in [seul NP℄NP ases, seul an be substituted salva veritate with seulement (only)2 (3), whihis not the ase in [Det seul N0℄NP strutures (ontra English, where only an our between Det and N).(3) Seulement un enfant a lu tous les livres. �(2)Strutures of the form [seul NP℄NP are quite produtive in Frenh, and seem to aept many kindsof NPs: proper names, pronouns or full NPs. However, it turns out that a number of determiners areinompatible with seul (4a). Besides, even though examples an be found, the ourrene of seul withpeu, plusieurs, beauoup (de) is also onstrained (4b). See also table 1.(4) a. Seuls ( �auun / �tous les / �haque / �la plupart des ) amis sont venusOnly ( �no / �every/all / �eah / �most ) friend(s) ameb. Seuls ( ?peu de / ?plusieurs / ??beauoup de ) amis sont venusOnly ( few / several / many ) friends ame2.1.2 [Det seul N0℄NPAs for [Det seul N0℄NP strutures, they seem even more onstrained. First, only 4 kinds of determinersare possible at all: un (singular inde�nite), but not des (plural inde�nite); le, la, les (singular/pluralde�nite); possessives and demonstratives. All others determiners, even those that ombine with seul in[seul NP℄NP strutures, are exluded (5).(5) ( � Trois / � Quelques / � Des / � Plusieurs ) seuls amis sont venus(� Three / � Some / � ; / � Several) only friends ameThere are additional spei�ities for eah of these four determiners, and we brie�y review some ofthem in the sequel.Inde�nite determiners un (a/one) is quite produtive in [Det seul N0℄NP strutures, but two aseshave to be distinguished. In non-generi (and non modal) environments, un seul onveys the sameinformation as seul un, the two strutures we have distinguished being thus equivalent (6).(6) a. Un seul élève a trouvé la réponse`One only pupil has found the answer'b. = Seul un élève a trouvé la réponseOnly one pupil has found the answerHowever, in generi or modal environments, this equivalene is lost, as (7) shows. In (7a), there isonly one mirale that an save us, whereas (7b) just means that any mirale an save us.(7) a. Un seul mirale peut nous sauver`One only mirale an save us'b. 6= Seul un mirale peut nous sauverOnly a mirale an save usThe interation between `only' and generiity is a well-know topi, but the preise way it works inFrenh with seul still has to be studied. It is the reason why we leave aside these ases in this paper.One more word about inde�nites: no plural inde�nite determiner is possible at all in [Det seul N0℄NPstrutures, and the partitive du, although not really plural, is exluded as well (8).(8) a. Seul du vin tahait le solOnly wine stained the �oorb. � Du seul vin tahait le sol. Seul ertains meubles sont faits à la mainOnly some piees of furniture are hand-maded. � Certains seuls meubles sont faits à la mainDe�nite determiners We said earlier that [Det seul N0℄NP struture aept the de�nite determinersle, la and les. However, there are additional onstraints: de�nite determiners are exluded when thereis no modi�er (adjetive, partiiple, relative. . . ) on the N:(9) a. # Le seul ordinateur fontionneThe only omputer worksb. Le seul ordinateur que je possède fontionneThe only omputer whih I own works2Seulement an our in many other positions, and of ourse it annot always be substituted with seul. Sine we aredealing here only with the adjetive seul, these ases won't be onsidered in this paper.2



The interpretation of theses examples suggest that the sope of seul is restrited to the NP. (9b)means that (i) I own only one omputer and (ii) it works.As for the plural de�nite Det les, it seems in many ases very odd, if not deviant.(10) a. ? Les seuls singes du zoo sont des maaquesThe only monkeys in the zoo are maaquesb. ? J'ai parlé aux seuls invités qui sont venusI've talked with the only guests who ameWe do not have yet a omplete understanding of the behaviour of les + seul, that is why we won'tdeal with this ase in this paper.2.1.3 Possessive and demonstrative determinersPossessive determiners (singular) are quite ommon in [Det seul N0℄NP strutures (11a). There seem tobe the same kind of problem with the plural as with simple de�nite Dets (11b). Even though this mightnot be that easy from the ompositional point of view, it seems legitimate to treat them as a speialase of de�nite Det with modi�ers: my friend = the friend that I have.(11) a. Mon seul ami m'a trahiMy only friend betrayed meb. ? Il a lu mes seuls livresHe read my only booksDemonstrative determiners are harder to ope with. They seem to our rather freely, and do notneed a modi�er (12a). We will not spend muh time on these determiners in this paper, assuming thatour treatment for de�nite determiners will adapt easily to this ase, whih in a way an be redued tosimple de�nite determiners�e.g., (12b).(12) a. Ce seul bruit terri�a les enfantsThis only noise frightened the hildrenb. Le seul bruit dont je parle terri�a les enfantsThe only noise of whih I'm talking frightened the hildren2.1.4 SummaryWe summarize in the table (1) the ompatibility of seul with determiners in both strutures.Table 1: Aeptability of determiners with seulDet [seul NP℄NP [Det seul N0℄NPle, la (the (Sing)) + +les (the (Plur)) + ?=�mon, ma (my (Sing)) + +mes (my (Plur)) + ?=�e, et(te), es (this/these) + +un (a/one) + +des (; (Indef. Plur)) + �quelques (some) + �ertains (some) + �du (some (partitive)) + �un peu de (some (partitive)) + �Card + �peu de (few) ? �plusieurs (several) ?=+ �beauoup de (many/muh) ?=� �tous les (every/all) � �auun (no) � �haque (eah) � �la plupart des (most) � �Let us summarize here what we plan to deal with in this paper, leaving aside a number of ases forspae reasons (or beause we do not yet have a stable haraterization of the data).3



� We onsider only the two strutures [seul NP℄NP and [Det seul N0℄NP, exluding ases where seul isan adjetive meaning `lonely', and ases where seul is ambiguous between a non presuppositionalreading (`lonely') and a presuppositional reading, this latter ase being reduible to the [seul NP℄NPase.� In [Det seul N0℄NP strutures, we onsider in this paper only two ases: the singular de�nitedeterminer le/la, and the singular inde�nite determiner un. We ompletely leave aside pluraldeterminers, whih have a more omplex behaviour. We also exlude the generi/modal ases inthis paper. At last, we do nott expliitely deal with posessive and demonstrative determiners,onsidering them as `speial ases' of de�nite determiners.It is worth noting that the adjetive seul, even when there is ambiguity, is never fous-sensitive, and itis important to keep this in mind when looking at our English glosses, where `only' if often fous-sensitiveand therefore ambiguous. Sine we onentrate here on some of the uses of seul, fous-sensitivity willnot be an issue at all in this work3.2.2 Semanti properties2.2.1 [seul NP℄NPVPAssuming the lassial distintion between presupposition and assertion, we an easily hek, via lassialtests (Krifka (1993); van der Sandt (1988)), that the presupposion in [[Det seul N0℄NP VP℄ strutures is[NP VP℄. For instane, the presupposition of (13a) is (13b), as (14) shows.(13) a. Seul Jean est venuOnly Jean ameb. Jean est venuJean ame (14) a. #Seul Jean est venu, et il est venu.Only Jean ame, and he ame.b. Jean est venu, et seul lui est venu.Jean ame, and only him ame.In (14a), the assertion is followed by the presupposition, making the disourse pragmatially deviant.It is not the ase in (14b), where the presupposition ourring in the seond sentene an feliitously bebound to the �rst sentene.This behaviour of seul is very regular, we an look at other examples where the presupposition isalways the [NP VP℄ proposition:(15) a. #Seul un étudiant étranger est venu, et il est venu.Only one foreign student ame, and he ameb. Un étudiant étranger est venu, et lui seul est venu.A foreign student ame, and only him ame(16) a. #Seuls des enfants étaient présents, et ils étaient présents.Only hildren were present, and they were presentb. Des enfants étaient présents, et seuls eux étaient présents.Children were present, and only them were presentOther examples inlude:(17) a. Seul du vin tâhait le sol.Only wine stained the �oorb. Seuls trois joueurs ont reçu et honneur.Only three players were honored. Seules quelques plantes ont résisté au froid.Only a few plants have resisted to the oldnessd. Seuls ertains onerts sont omplets.Only some onerts are sold o�e. Seul un peu de brouillard gênait les pilotes.Only a few fog bothered the pilotsf. Seuls plusieurs essais fourniront une indiation.Only several tries will yield an indiationg. Seul beauoup d'amour permet d'améliorer l'état du malade.Only muh love allows the better being of the patienth. Seuls peu d'élèves ont une idée de leur avenir professionnel.Only a few pupils have an idea about their professional future3The adverb seulement is fous sensitive in Frenh, but sine it is only one of the 3 main means of onveying restrition,the other two (the adjetive seul and the struture ne. . . pas) not being dependant on the fous, the fous-sensitivity issuedo not have in Frenh the importane it has in English. 4



Note that, as expeted, the presupposition triggered by seul an ombine with other presuppositions,like for instane the one triggered by a de�nite determiner. For example, it is easy to hek that (18a)presupposes (18b), whih itself presupposes (18).(18) a. Seul l'ordinateur neuf fontionne.Only the new omputer worksb. L'ordinateur neuf fontionne.The new omputer works. Il existe un ordinateur neufThere is a new omputerWe an represent more or less formally this nesting of presuppositions in (19), where hAjBi meansthat B is asserted and A presupposed:(19) hThe new omputer works | Nothing else worksi= hhThere is a (unique) new omputer | it worksi | Nothing else worksiLet us now have a look at the asserted part of sentenes of the form [[seul NP℄NP VP℄. It is generallyassumed that the asserted part is something like `nothing else does VP' (or, with a positive formulation,`everything that does VP is what is presupposed to VP'). However, with a loser look at the examples,we an see that there is almost always an ambiguity about the relevant set in question.(20) Dans ette salle mahine, seuls trois PC fontionnentIn this omputer room, only three PCs workThe presupposition onveyed by (20) is unproblemati: three PC work in the omputer room. Butthe assertion an be either (21a) or (21b).(21) a. Everything that works in the room is a PC (exluding Mas, for instane)b. The number of working PCs in the room is (at most) three, the number of other mahines thatwork being irrelevantOf ourse, it is no surprise that the ontext have an in�uene as soon as uniqueness omes into play,that is why we have taken an example with an expliit ontext�(20) is talking only about the omputerroom. But there is something else happening here: it seems that there are two ways of omputing theassertion, one taking into aount the head of the (subjet) NP, the other one independent from thesubjet NP: (22a) is a translation of (21a), and (22b) is a translation of (21b).(22) Let W be the set of PCs whih work, CR(x) mean `x is in the omputer room'a. 8x ((CR(x) ^ x =2W ) ! :work(x))b. 8x ((CR(x) ^ PC(x) ^ x =2 W )! :work(x))One way to irumvent this ambiguity would be to state that in both ases, a ontext C has tobe omputed, the semanti representation being then something like (23). Then one would invokeseparate priniples (pragmati. . . ) whih would yield �xC(x) = �x(CR(x) ^ PC(x)) in one ase, and�xC(x) = �xPC(x) in the other (and possibly something else in yet other ases).(23) 8x ((C(x) ^ x =2W )! :work(x))No matter how omputationally tratable this option may seem, we don't want to adopt it, for itwould make us loose the fat that in one ase, the NP is taken into aount (in addition to an eventualontext) whereas in the other ase, only the VP is taken into aount. So we just assume that thereshould be two representations available, like one usually does in ase of real ambiguity. Note that theambiguity does not arise with de�nite and possessive determiners.We try now to provide a omplete (stati) representation for both the presupposed and the assertedparts of sentenes of the form [[seul NP℄NP VP℄. We take the two following examples.(24) a. Seul un PC marheOnly one PC worksb. Seul le nouveau prof est enthousiasteOnly the new teaher is enthousiastiFor (24a), the presupposed part might be represented like in (25a), and the asserted part like in(25b). We put brakets around the ondition PC(x) to remind that two distint representations shouldatually be available. C represents the ontext in the usual way.(25) a. wPC(w)marhe(w) b. CC =?xC(x)[PC(x)℄marhe(x) 8x x = w5



It is now well-known (from e.g. van der Sandt (1992); Kamp (2001b)) that some kind of variable shar-ing is neessary to aount for the fat that the asserted part says something about a referent introduedin the presupposed part. Here, the disourse referent w is shared between the two representations.4To aount for (24b), we have to deal with the nesting of presuppositions. In (27), (a) and (b)represent the presuppositions and () the asserted part. The nesting is not expliitly represented here,we propose a representation for that in the setion 3.(27) a. pprof(p)nouveau(p) b. enthousiaste(p) . CC=?xC(x)[prof(x)℄enthousiaste(x) 8x x = p2.2.2 [Det[+def℄ seul N0 W℄NP VPWe onsider here only singular de�nite determiners, and we assume that they our in [Det seul N0℄NPonly when the N0 is modi�ed. Let W be the modi�er.(28) Serena Williams a remporté le seul math omplété de la journée à New-YorkSerena Williams has won the only ompleted math of the day at New YorkInformally, this utterane says two (more or less) independent things: (i) there was only one om-pleted math this day at N.Y., and (ii) Serena Williams has won this math. The asserted part, (ii), isunproblemati in this ase. As for the presupposition, it systematially involves two nested parts, oneoming from the de�nite, and the other from seul. To make this lear with a simpler example, let'sonsider an example parallel to (18):(29) Le seul ordinateur neuf fontionneThe only new omputer worksThen, using the same informal notation as before, one an represent (29) in the following way:(30) h There is a (unique) only new omputer | it works i=h Only a new omputer exists | it works i=h h There is a new omputer | No other omputer is new i | it works iSo, just like before, but with a di�erent order, we an propose the following representation for (28),whih involves three parts:(31) a. omputer()new() b. CC=?xC(x)new(x)omputer(x) 8x x =  . work()
2.2.3 [un seul N0℄NP VPThe last ase we onsider in this paper is [un seul N0℄. We already saw that, if we exept generi ormodal ases, the interpretation of suh ases is similar to that of onstrutions in [seul un N0℄, exeptthat this time they do not arry an ambiguous reading, as the NP is involved in the restrition of theuniqueness ondition:(32) a. Un seul enfant est endormiAn only hild is asleep (j[[hild℄℄ \ [[asleep℄℄j = 1)b. Seul un enfant est endormiOnly one hild is asleep (j[[hild℄℄(\[[asleep℄℄)j = 1)4To avoid the problems with variable-sharing, one ould try to formalise the semantis di�erently. For instane, thetwo parts onveyed by (26a) an be represented as (26b) and (26).(26) a. Only three PCs workb. Presupposition: jPC \W j � 3. Assertion: jPC \W j � 3Here, there is no variable sharing any more, the link between the two representations being the number 3, derived fromthe quanti�er. However, suh a representation is not easily generalisable and raises various problems, and we won't pursuethis line here. 6



It is thus not neessary to ome bak here to the details of the representation in this ase. We referthe reader to the setion 2.2.1. In suh ases, the di�ulty we have omes from the fat that we want toderive the same interpretation with seul ourring in learly di�erent syntati positions. We deal withthis problem in setion 4.3.3 Augmented �-drtNow that we have outlined a number of ases of omplex presupposition triggering (and, more gen-erally, of omplex semanti representation), the question we have to takle is: how an one obtainsuh representations? Or, in other words: how to design a grammatial omponent�and preferably aompositional one� that enables one to onstrue the expeted representations?It has been onviningly shown, sine e.g. Stalnaker (1974); Karttunen (1974); Karttunen and Peters(1979); Heim (1983), that the semanti treatment of presuppositions has better to be examined froma dynami semantis perspetive. Aordingly, we hoose to ouh our omputation in the frameworkof drt (Kamp and Reyle, 1993). The approah we are to set up here is notieably losely related toKamp's (2001a; 2001b). But we somewhat di�er in a purpose we are following: ontrarily to Kamp, wedo not wish to deal with the problem of presupposition projetion. Conerning this issue, we mainlyrely on van der Sandt (1992) (or Asher and Lasarides (1998)), as we hoose to postpone the task ofthe justi�ation of the presuppositions against disourse. So our position an be stated as follows: anypresupposition that is triggered in a sentene will be stored by the grammar as a potential presupposition,whenever it will be eventually bound or anelled or justi�ed or aommodated in the ontext.Moreover among our onerns is the importane we give to the omputational e�ieny of theframework. In partiular we want to avoid any �mysterious� onstrution operation in order to obtainthe representation whih is expeted. That is why we make a point of implementing our analysis ina fully-�edged ompositional framework, namely the �-drt, based on very simple and very standardmathematial operations (e.g. �-abstration, funtion appliation, �-onversion. . . ).3.1 �-drtWe take as a starting point a (more or less standard) version of �-drt (Asher, 1993; van Eijk andKamp, 1997; Blakburn and Bos, 1999). Roughly speaking, the �-drt an be viewed as an adaptedMontague Grammar where formulas are replaed with �boxes� (i.e. drs). We de�ne the syntax of �-drtby means of MEa, the set of meaningful expressions of type a:� if K is a drs, then K 2MEt;� if K 2MEa and � is a variable of type b, then ��K 2MEhb;ai;� if K1 2MEha;bi and K2 2MEa, then K1(K2) 2MEb;� if K1;K2 2MEt , then K1 �K2 2MEt.From the seond point, it is possible to perform �-abstration over a drs. For instane, the nounmanorresponds to �xhfg; fman(x)gi, and the determiner a orresponds to �P�Qhfug; fgi � P (u) �Q(u).The � symbol stands for the operator of sequential merging. Merging is the operation by means ofwhih drss an be built progressively from piees or portions of drss. We will assume the de�nitionbelow, following Blakburn and Bos (1999).5� if K1 = hU1; C1i and K2 = hU2; C2i, then K1 �K2 = hU1 [ U2; C1 [ C2i.We will also make use of a devie borrowed from (van Eijk and Kamp, 1997), the funtion intro,whih for eah (�-)drs K yields the set of disourse markers introdued by K. Thus a notation suh asx 2 intro(D) will appear in some drs onditions during the omputation. However it is not, by itself,a genuine truth ondition that eventually de�nes the ontent of an utterane; it should rather be seenas an instrution operator whih enhanes our �-alulus language. Hene if D = hU;Ci, intro(D) ismerely a shorthand for U ; note however that U is thus aessed in a ompositional fashion.5But see also van Eijk and Kamp (1997) for an extended disussion on sequential merging. Note that the � we usehere should orrespond to van Eijk and Kamp's �.
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3.2 AugmentationOur point is that one annot ompute the presuppositional and asserted ontents of a sentene indisjuntion. Obvious as it may seem, suh a statement involves a signi�ant augmentation of thelanguage of the ompositional dr-theoreti alulus. Indeed a so-alled presuppositional trigger does notonly indiate what is to be presupposed, it gives lues as well on how to settle what is not presupposed,viz. what is asserted. As we want to keep separated presuppositional and asserted information, thegrammar has to operate on two �workbenhes� simultaneously. To embody this idea, we propose that�-drt be used to build a more omplex representation struture than a mere drs.The �-terms handled by the alulus will be based upon a struture we all a t-drs (for Trailer-drs). A t-drs is of the form 
K K 0�, where K 0 is a drs and K is a drs or a t-drs. K 0 orrespondsto the asserted ontent of the sentene being omputed, and K orresponds to its (possibly nested)presuppositional ontent(s) (it is the information that will have to be justi�ed against the ontext).6t-drss undergo �-onversion in a rather normal way, that is the �-onversion distributes over the twopart of a t-drs: �x 
K K 0� (a) �! DK[a=x℄ K 0[a=x℄E. As for merging t-drss, the operation must notbe distributive; it applies only on the asserted part:� 
K K 0��K0 = 
K K 0 �K0�� K0 � 
K K 0� = 
K K0 �K 0�As an example, here is the ontribution of the verb to regret (we make abstration of temporal andevential information).regret ; �K�x*K regret(x; ^K) +Regret leads to presuppose that K is true, and to assert that x is in a �regret-attitude� towards theproposition desribed by K. Another example is the entry of the de�nite artile the:the ; �P�Q* u � P (u) Q(u)+In words, the ontributes to presuppose that there is a u whih is a P , and to assert that u �does Q�.4 ComputationThus equipped with our �augmented �-drt toolbox�, we will now propose several ompositional analysisof the semanti ontributions of seul that we have outlined in � 2. As di�erent distributions for seul leadto di�erent global semanti representations, our omputational model has to split the formal import ofseul into several lexial entries.4.1 Seul1 NP VPReall that [seul NP℄NP VP may be ambiguous (see � 2.2.1): the asserted uniqueness is either restritedto [[VP℄℄ or to [[NP℄℄ \ [[VP℄℄. The ambiguity will be rendered by assuming two slightly di�erent entriesfor this use of seul. Here, a natural way to proeed is to onsider that seul is a funtion from NPs toNPs; that is seul is a syntati operator of type hhhe; ti; ti; hhe; ti; tii. Here are the entries we propose:seul1; �P�Q*P (Q) CC =?zC(z) �Q(z) 8z z 2 intro(P ) + (�rst reading)or �P�Q*P (Q) CC =?zC(z) � P (z)�Q(z) 8z z 2 intro(P ) + (seond reading)6Note that, as in Kamp (2001a,b), if a t-drs appears in the left side of a higher t-drs, the whole of it will ount as a(nested) presupposition. 8



S * uN(u)V (u) CC =?zC(z)V (z) 8z z 2 fug +�Q* uN(u) �Q(u) CC =?zC(z) �Q(z) 8z z 2 fug +NPAdjseul NP�R uN(u) �R(u) VP�y V (y)
�P�Q*P (Q) CC =?zC(z) �Q(z) 8z z 2 intro(P ) +

Figure 1: Computation of seul NP VPThe appliation P (Q) that �lls the left-hand part of the t-drs ensures that the presupposition ise�etively the meaning of the whole sentene �deprived� of seul (as P and Q will be onverted into thesemantis of, respetively, NP and VP). The right-hand part of the t-drs illustrates the use we makeof intro. Here it is asserted that, under a relevant ontextual ondition C to be spei�ed, anything (z)that veri�es [[Q℄℄, and possibly [[P ℄℄, is a member of the universe introdued by the onstituent P .First note that when the determiner of the NP is tous les (all/every), la plupart (most) or auun(no), intro(P ) = ;,7 and then z 2 intro(P ) is inonsistent. That may explain why some quanti�ers areruled out (f. table 1). Seond, aording to Kamp and Reyle (1993) (and also following Link (1983)), weassume that some other plural terms whose quanti�ation is determined by a duplex ondition introduea (plural) disourse marker, i.e. a disourse referent for a sum individual. So in these ases intro(P ) isnot empty. E.g. trois N (three N) amounts to (33), where 2i is the individual membership relation andN� is the plural prediate orresponding to N .8(33) XjXj = 3xx 2i X 8x N(x) or XjXj = 3N�(X)Normally the ondition z 2 intro(P ) has to be interpreted (or rather rewritten) as follows:� z 2 intro(P ), :(8x 2 intro(P ); z 6= x)The interpretation is orret for the ases when (we assume that) the NP introdued several disoursemarkers (e.g. with oordinations: seuls Yorik et Horaio me soutiennent/Only Yorik and Horaiosupport me). But, on the other hand, this is not the atual semantis we expet when intro(P ) ontainsplural disourse markers. Indeed z = X would be orret only in the ases of olletive readings (e.g.Seuls (exatement) quatre personnes peuvent soulever le frigo/Only (exatly) four persons an lift thefridge). In most other ases, we expet the ondition to be :(8X 2 intro(P ); z 62 X) (or z 6� X , as z isnot typed). In order to give a general aount for the semantis of the asserted ontent we have to �xthe ondition z 2 intro(P ), i.e. to replae 2 by a relation whih sensitive to the type of (the elementsof) its right-hand member.4.2 Le seul2 N W VPHere seul is not ambiguous, but it has a quite di�erent ombination. Indeed we saw that seul requiresa mandatory omplement for the noun it ombines with. The omposition rule that aounts for thisonstraint will be : N0 ! seul N W, and here seul is an operator of type hhe; ti; hhe; ti; he; tiii, i.e. it7E.g. tous les/every N ; �P hfg; fhfxg; fN(x)gi 8x hfg; fP(x)gigi.8Cf. Link (1983); we de�ne 2i from his i-part relation �: a 2i b$ a � b ^ a is an atom.9



takes two he; ti-prediates as arguments and yields an he; ti-prediate.9 So here is the entry we proposeour seond seul:seul2 ; �P1�P2�z*P1(z)� P2(z) CC =?vC(v) � P1(v)� P2(v) 8v v = z +In this representation, it is �rst presupposed that an individual (z) belongs to the extensions of bothP1 and P2 (these variables will be onverted into N and W respetively). And�for the moment�it isasserted that anything that belongs to [[P1 ^ P2℄℄ (in a relevant ontext C) is atually z. Note that zis not yet existentially introdued; that will be ahieved by the ontribution of the determiner. Andsine the determiners we are dealing with here are de�nite, they also arry a presuppositional e�et, viz.the ontent of the N0 just onstrued will be onsigned to the eventual presupposed slot of the sentenet-drs. This proess is illustrated in Fig. 2. NP �Q** N(u)W(u) C uC =?vC(v)N(v)W(v) 8v v = u + Q(u)+le�P�Q* u � P (u) Q(u)+ N0�z* N(z)W(z) CC =?vC(v)N(v)W(v) 8v v = z +
�P2�z* N(z) � P2(z) CC =?vC(v)N(v) � P2(v) 8v v = z +

seul2�P1�P2�z*P1(z)� P2(z) CC =?vC(v) � P1(v) � P2(v) 8v v = z + N�x N(x)
W�x W(x)

Figure 2: Computation of [Det[+def℄ seul N0 W℄NP4.3 Un seul3 N VPWithin the limits of our present study, we have stated above that un seul3 N VP turns out to be log-ially equivalent to seul un N VP, but it arries no ambiguity. Moreover the lexial entry of seul3should not be exatly similar to the one of seul1 beause, besides its di�erent syntati position,seul3 only ours with the singular inde�nite artile un(e). To re�et this behaviour we propose thatseul3 ombines with the determiner so as to yield a (omplex) determiner, i.e. seul3 will be of typehhhe; ti; hhe; ti; tii; hhe; ti; hhe; ti; tiii (see an illustration Fig. 3).9A noun (N) is assigned a �-expression of type he; ti in a standard way. I.e. N ; �x hfg; fN(x)gi. Normally, W isalso of type he; ti, and W ; �x hfg; fW (x)gi. However, it is known that as a (noun) modi�er, in attributive position,W must be promoted to the type hhe; ti; he; tii. Therefore the entry Wattr ; �K�x K(x) � hfg; fW (x)gi orrespond tothe rule: N0 ! N W. But here, for le seul N W, we onsider that the omposition is: N0 ! seul N W (i.e. seul(N)(W)),so W remains an he; ti prediate, being an argument of seul. Hene seul is an operator of type hhe; ti; hhe; ti; he; tiii.10



seul3 ; �	�P�Q*	(P )(Q) w CC =?zC(z) �P (z)�Q(z) 8z z = w +In this representation, the uniqueness ondition in the asserted part respets our expetation from� 2.2.3, but its formulation di�ers purposefully from the one for seul1 in � 4.1: it states the existene ofan individual, w, on whih is based the uniqueness; what amounts to assert that the set of individualswhih veri�es C, P and Q is of ardinality 1. S * uN(u)V (u) w CC =?zC(z)N(z)V (z) 8z z = w +�Q* uN(u) �Q(u) w CC =?zC(z)N(z) �Q(z) 8z z = w +NPDet�P�Q* u � P (u)�Q(u) w CC =?zC(z) �P (z)�Q(z) 8z z = w +
Detun�P 0�Q0 u � P 0(u)�Q0(u)seul3�	�P�Q*	(P )(Q) w CC =?zC(z) �P (z)�Q(z) 8z z = w +

N0�x N(x)VP�y V (y)

Figure 3: Computation of un seul N0 VP5 ConlusionIn this paper, we have outlined the way we think �-drt an be augmented to aount for the omputationof presupposition. We �nd this approah fruitful for at least the following reasons:� the same mehanism an be used to ompute logial forms (e.g., drss) ompositionally and toompute presupposition� it allows for the formalisation of the interation of several presuppositions, whih happens quiteoften, and beomes soon quite hard to formalise� it is ompatible with the ompositional omponent of �-sdrt (Roussarie and Amsili, 2002).Of ourse, we have little to say here about what Kamp (2001a) alls the justi�ation of presupposition.We assume our �nal representations are appropriate inputs for this justi�ation, whether it relies onrhetorial devies like in Asher and Lasarides (1998), or more spei� proedures like in van der Sandt(1992); Kamp (2001b). Moreover we have left open the issue of whether our formalisation would satisfysome requirements of the dynami semanti treatment of presupposition, and for instane the onstraintsthat Beaver (1992) has dubbed Sensitivity, Dynamiity and Weakness. Our tentative answer will bethat it surely does. The omponents of a t-drs an be assigned dynami semanti values whih �t inwith the onstraints, provided that one knows in what order eah omponent must be added into (orjusti�ed against) the disourse ontext. It is known that some presuppositions should be justi�ed beforethe asserted ontent updates the ontext, as in (34a), and that some others should be justi�ed after, asin (34b).(34) a. Jak's son is bald.* xson-of(j; x) bald(x) + 11
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